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Introduction 

Let C be a complete regular curve over a field k. If B is a central simple algebra 
over K=k(C) and (‘$ is a sheaf of maximal @-Orders in n, then it is possible to 
extend the Riemann-Roth theorem to a result on the arithmetic of I:,, cf. (51. The 
proof exploits very much the close relation between the arithmetic of /:1 and 4 ( 

(ramification occurs only at a finite mimber of points). This relation is also mani- 
fested by the formula relating the genus of L, to the genus of the center: 

gD=N”gK-N’+l++z fp(ep-l), 

where N2 = [D : Kly 2, is the ramification index and fp the residue class degree. 
cf. [S]. 

The sheaf Q may be viewed as a structure sheaf of some noncommutatiz ~urte 
I-’ in the sense of 171. The demand that t’jl is a sheaf of maximal +-Orders is a 
regularity condition on the curve, in [7] r is called strongly regular. A ‘good’ notion 
of a regular curve (variety) in the noncommutative case is lacking at this time. This 
ties up with the fact that a theory of differentials on noncommutative varieties is 
missing. For commutative curves the role of differentials is Imade explicit in the 
Serre Duality theorem, which actually is an other form of the Riemann-Roth 
theorem. 

This paper furthers on the study of noncommutative curves by proving a ‘Dua 
theorem’. 

In the first section cohomological methods an-e being usedi. (Re,aders who ari: not 
familiar with sheaf cohomology, are refered to Hartshorne’s book [I]. We tried to 
follow his approach as close as possible; also our notation is compatible with his.1 
The advantage is that a fairly general treatment is possible. For a commutative 
regular scheme X over k, we consider a sheaf of PX-Algebras, 4’1~ * This d y1 
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be viewed as a sheaf on a noncommutative variety. The (technical) conditions im- 
posed are: fh has to be a flat and coherent +- Module. Note that, for instance in 
the case X is a curve, this is more general than taking maximal (‘,-Orders; a sheaf 
of HNP-&+Orders is also flat and coherent. 

The duality theorem can be stated as follows: There exists a dualizing sheaf OA 
and a map qA : Hn(X,wA) + k such that for any coherent sheaf .F of &t-modules 
the cup product followed by q A :H’(X,.~)xH”-‘(X,.S’OCL)A)~H”(X,oA)-)k, 

yields an isomorphism H’(X,.P)=Hn-‘(X,.~“@cuA)*. Here .F”=.#omC4(.‘;/$ 
and * denotes the dual as k-vectorspace. 

The sheaf i.+t is obtained by extending the dualising sheaf of the central scheme 
in an obvious way, namely wA = .~~nzp,(&,lux). The map VA is the composition 
of qx with a trace map Tr : oA -+wx. The section ends with an interpretation of 
wA and ye,+ In case X is a curve, CC)~ is related to the different of the central simple 
algebra D and the trace map Tr is induced by the reduced trace of D. 

In Section 2 the duality theorem for strongly regular noncommutative curves is 
obtained in terms of repartitions R as defined in [S] and ‘differentials’. The algebra 
of ‘differentials’ used here is obtained from the differentials of the central curve by 
tensoring up with D: SZD,k = S2K,k @kD. We define the residue map on G!D,k in a 
point P, Resp, as the composition of the classical residue map and the reduced 
trace. The map C Resp then defines an inproduct between C& and R. Duality 
between certain subspaces of Q D/k and k-linear forms on R (valuation forms) is 
obtained in the obvious way from this inproduct. 

Section 3 explains the relation between both forms of the duality theorem. The 
Riemann-Roth theorem is reconsidered. The notion of canonical divisor is dis- 
cussed; it turns out to be a divisor associated in a natural way to differentials. Also 
the genus is interpreted in terms of dimensions of spaces of differentiais and in terms 
of the dimensions of the cohomology spaces H’(X, dfA) and H’(X, OA). 

In the Appendix we show that the residue map can be defined without using the 
residue map of the center. This is done by using Trace maps as studied by Tate in 
[4). We also give a method to calculate the residues. 

The results we obtained are not essentially new. The classical results on duality 
generalize in a straightforward way to the noncommutative cases discussed. Again 
this is due to the relation between 0* and the central sheaf ex, a situation exploited 
by the extensive use of the reduced trace in different forms. 

We think the benefit of this paper, expliciting what has been known in spirit, is 
in sxffolding for the further study of noncommutative varieties and of orders in 
central algebras over function fields. 

I. Cohomological ap 

Let X be a projective Cohen-Macauly scheme of dimension n over a field k. flA is 
a sheaf of fix-Algebras which is coherent and flat as 0x-Module. The term coherent 
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+Module will be used for (b-Modules .;C w!Gch are coherent as +-Modules. 
Recall the classical result on duality (Serre-Grothendieck): There exists a dualizing 

sheaf w,~ and a map ~1~ : H”(X,wx) --+ k, sucks that for any coherent la,, -Module C’ 
the Yoneda pairing followed by qx 

H”-“(X, .+-) x Ext$x (9;~~) -+ H’“(X, wx) --) k (1) 

yields an l;omorphism: Ext~,~‘(.~;wx)= H”(X, .L)*, for O:p:(n. * denotes the 
dual as k-space. 

A sequence (1) satisfying this property is called nonsingular, cf. [I]. 

We define WA = .pornPx (ih, wx). There exists a canonical map *i r : L.J_.~ -+ ~cI,~. 

defined by Tr(U)(f) =f( l), for all open sets U in X. Furthermore for every coherent 
(,-Module .9 the following natural isomorphisms hold: 

HomcV (Kwx) = Hom~4(.<.wbna,V (f;I, CU,~)) = Hom,.$ ), w,,,). (221 

Now if VA is defined as follows: VA = qxOHn(X,Tr), i.e. VA maps H”(X, o,) to k, 
then the following holds: 

Theorem 1. The sequence defined by the Yoneda pairing and 11.~: 

yields an isomorphism: Ext&- p (.KwA)=H~(X,.F)*, for Orpln. 
The pair (~AoA) is defined up to isomorphism by this property. 

Proof. Let O-+W~--+ .P-+ l ** -+ .i”‘-+ l ** be an injective resolution of u.~. Since f .1 

is flat and coherent it follows that the sequence 

is exact. Furthermore from (2) it is clear that .n'&m,$';,+ .3’) is injective. Now 
apply the functor Homflx (% ) to the first resolution and Horl,.(./, ) to the second 
one. Then, again using (2): 

Consider the diagram: 

Hn-P(X, 3) x Ext;, (<<wx) -- fi “(X, w*y) -----+k 

I 

= 

I 

i 
H”(X,-rr) I 

Ii 

ff”-‘(x, 9) X EXt$4(&OA) - ff”(X, 0.4) 
------3k 

A straightforward calculation shows that this is a comm.utative, diagram. The fact 
that the upper pairing is nonsingular implies that the lower lone is nonsingular too. 
The proof of the uniqueness of (VA, m,..,) follows in the same way as in the class 
case, cf. [l]. Cl 
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Corollary 2 (Duality I). Let .g be a coherent projective fh-Mo&/e, define ,P’ = 

.H@rnpA(.?; f;l). Then there exists a natural isomorphism: 

H’(X,.F) = HN-i(X, .S”@ wA)*. (6) 

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1 and the following isomorphisms: 

for any $-Module 3; cf. [ 11. Cl 

Interpretation 

In order to obtain some interpretation of the sheaf mA (the dualizing sheaf) and 
of the map qA, we specify X and (f~ as follows: X stands for a regular integral 
scheme and f> = f;l will be an +-order. By the latter we mean the following: 
f (U, f;;l) is a r(U, tQ-order in a fixed central simple algebra 1) for all W affine in 
X. The central simple algebra 4) is obtained as 13, ?, where y is the generic point of 
X, its center is K = Ux, Y the function field of X. In the sequel we fix some imbed- 
ding of rk and (‘/1 in the constant sheaves K and D over X. 

Since wx is locally free of rank 1, it may be viewed (in a noncanonical way) as 
a subsheaf of K. Let tr : D + AC be defined by the reduced trace map of central 
simple algebras as follows: tr( U)(x) = tr(x) and consider VA : U -+ {XE r( U, D) 1 for 
all V open in W, tr(N( K th)) is a subset of J’( U, cclx)}. It is easy to verify that VA 
is a sheaf. The map 8: VA --+oA; x -+ tr(x-) defines an isomorphism on the stalks 
of V1, and o,,, , because the reduced trace map of central simple algebras generates 
all K-linear maps from D to K, moreover tr(xy) defines a nondegenerated bilinear 
form. So 

This allows us to imbed o,~ in D. The map Tr : co,, -+ mx defined before is nothing 
but the restriction of tr : D -+ ii’ to w,, via this imbedding. 

If X = C is of dimension J, i.e. if it is a curve, cbc is the sheaf of differentials on 
C. Let ResK,. be the residue map from mK = r(C, K@ mc) to k. The composition 
of this map with the noncanonical identification of oK with K (wK is locally free 
of rank l), eelds a map from K-+ k also denoted ResK,.. 

The residue theorem tel!ls us that for all a in K, 1, Res&a) =O. We define 
ResD x : D-+ Ii- by Res&U) = ResK,Jtr u) for all u in D. So it follows immediately 
that ‘x, ResD,,(u) = 0 for all u in D. Consider the diagram, cf. [I]: 

09 
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Taking cohomology yields: 

K------+K/w~,~ !-lye, w,-) --I__* 0 9. 

I T i 

H’(C, tr) 

D - @ D/q,,, -- H ’ (c, q1) ” 0 

49 

Define a map Res : @ D/w~,,~ -+ k: (u,) -+ C R es&u,). As noted above thrs map 
vanishes tin D hence it passes to the quotient and yields a map t : H *(C, o, ,) -+ k. 

It follows from Theorem 1 that this map t is the ‘same’ as the map Q. 

2. A direct approach (in the case of curves) 

Let C be a complete regular curve over some field k, let K =. k(C) be its function 
field. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the points p of C and the 
k-valuation rings of K. This makes the study of the curve C equivalent to the study 
of the extension Wk. In the sequel we use the same symbol 1~ for a point on i’ as 
well as for the maximal ideal of the corresponding valuation ring OP. 

If D is a central simple K-algebra, we define a noncommutcrtive curve with func- 
tion algebra D as follows: For every point p on C we choose one maximal C&-order 
/i,, in D. The theory of maximal orders over discrete valuation1 rings tells us ,that .I,, 
has a unique maximal ideal P. The set of all these ideals P, say r is called an 
algebraic model of a noncommutative curve in D. 

Recall some facts about maximal O,-orders, cf. 121. A maximal order .l, over a 
discrete valuation ring OP is a principal ideal ring. Its unique maximal ideal P is of 
the form: P= T/i, - -A,T for some T in D. Every twosided ideal of .4, is a power 
of P. It follows that p/l,, = Pep. If e, = I, p is said to be unramified in D, otherwise 
p is ramified. The number eP is called the ramification index of F. Note also that 
only finitely many primes p are ramified in D. The quotient /1,/P is called the 
residue algebra of /i,, it is finite dimensional over O/p = kp the residue field of p- 
If [A,/P : kp] = Yp, the relative residue class degree of B, then. !PPeP = N’ the degree 
of D over K. The number [/1,/P : k] -f,, is called the absolute residue class degree 
of P. 

Divisors, repartitions (idsles), valuation forms 

An element 6 in the free abelian group with basis the elements of I- is a 
on r, i.e. 6= CPEr npP with almost all np - - 0. The coefficients nP of a divisor 
are denoted by ordp(6). The degree of a divisor 6 is deg(6) = CPE,- fp ordPt,6 ). 

It is possible to associate with every element of D a divisor. If r is in 
&A, = Pup(‘) with VP(r) in Z; this follows from thle fact that 84Pr/lp is a Frau 
tional ideal. We define the divisor (r) = C VP(r) P, cf. [5]. 
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A repartition is a family {rp > PE r of elements in D such that rpE Ap for almost 
all p. The set of all repartitions R forms a k-algebra. 

1 f 6 is a divisor on I’ consider the sub-k-algebra 

R(d) = WP) 1 VP@P) = -ordp(B) for all P in r}. 

A valuation form is a linear form on the k-vectorspace RJR@) +D, i.e. an 
element of the dual space of R vanishing on R(6) +D, for some divisor 6 OII iI 

DefhiCm 3. Let 52 K/k be the algebra of differentials on K, then by analogy we call 
C& = G?K,k OK D the algebra of differentials on D. 

Since ax/k is one-dimensional over K, every element of JZDik may be written as 
t’ @I dg = r dg for some fixed differential dg in QK,k. If ResK,, is the residue map 
defined on $2 Kjk in p, then we define ResD p: .RD,fk + k to be the composition of 
ResK, P and the reduced trace map on D, i .k. 

Res&P(r d,!!) = ResK, ,(tr(r) dg). 

Note that the restriction of Resqp is not ResK,, but N2 ResK,,. The residue 
theorem follows from the commutative version, immediately from this definition (in 
the same was as in Section 1). 

Let tp be a generator of p in O,,, then every element of sZD,k may be written as 
rdt, for some r in D. We define 

op(rdt ,) = e/,-- 1 -I- up(r). (10) 

Since a different choice of lP will change r by a unit element in OP. this definition 
does not depend on the choice of tP. 

For every element cy in GD,k we consider the divisor (c& = C vp(a)P. The set 
Q(6)= {a I (CT) dD 2 6) is a k-subspace of sZD,k associated to a divisor 6 on E 

The residue map defines an inproduct between elements of Qk, differentials, 
and elements of R, repartitions on C For a in QD,k, and { rp}p in R we have: 

(a, (+I P> = C ResD p(+a). 9 (11) 

The following properties hold: 

(1) (a,{rp}p)=O if {r p p is in R(6) and a is an element of G(S). This follows } 
from the fact that vp(rpa)rO for all P. So if rpa =s dfp, then v,(s)r 0, i.e. s is in 
A, and therefore tr(s) is in OP. 
vanishes on OP. 

The resuh follows from the fact that ResK,, 

(2) (a, {rpsp) = 0 if r, = r for all P. This follows from the residue theorem. 
I (3) For s in D; (sa, (rp}p) = (a, {srp}&. 

a map 
This inproduct defines in the usual way 

0: &,pR*: a-+(a,-_). 

The set of valuation forms (R/R(R) + D)* is denoted J(6). 
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a 4. If a is an element of A2 D/k such that @(a) is in J(&, then CY is an ekmeni 

of W). 

Proof. If a is not in Q(s), then for some u p, u&x)<ord,@). Put n=L)p(GI)i- 1. 
Then cr=sdt, with s=uT, “-‘p. Consider the repartition: 

'Q = 0 if Q+P, 

Then rpcw = uT;“u’T;n-ep dtp = uu”Tiep dfp. The last term of these equalities is 
equal to t;’ dtP if we choose u’ properly. Since the residue of t$ d’p ?s not zero, 
also (cw, (‘Q}Q)+O. But nsord&) SO {rQ}Q is in R(6), contradicting the fact lhat 
O(cx) is zero on R(6). Cl 

Remark. The proof of Lemma 4 in the above form only holds if char(k) does not 
divide N2. Otherwise ResD, p t;* dtP = N2 ResK, p p t -’ dtP = 8. However we will show 
in the Appendix that for a suitable choice of Tp, ResD,k T;’ dtp #O even in the case 
char(k) 1 N2. 

Theorem 5 (Duality II). For every divisor 6 on pI the map 0 defines an iSOFiVOr- 
phism between D(6) and J(S). 

Proof. Injectivity follows from Lemma 4. 
@ is surjective on aDjk since 

cf. [5]. Surjectivity on Q(S) then 
both QD/k and R* are N’-dimensional over A’, 
follows again from Lemma 4. 3 

3. Duality I and II compared 

Let C be again a compllete regular curve over k, C’C its structure sheaf. A sheaf 
of maximal Q-Orders [i/l defines a noncommutative curve Ir in an obvious way. 

Without going into full detail, we would like to point out the relation between 
both forms of the ‘Duality theorem’. 

Since C is a complete regular curve the dualising sheaf CC)~ is exactly the sheaf of 
differentials on C, cf. [ 11. So K @Jo,,. oc = OK/k and T(C, ~rj& = QA k the al,gebra L 
of differentials on K. 

Let Wg/k =I[ @+ 0~ and &),k - - T(C, WD,k). First note that this definition of 

differentials on D is compatible with Definition 3, because 

The isomorphism .#bmK ( ‘, K) = D is obtained via the reduced trace map. Fkc:a 
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that c+,= VA, cf. formula (7). VA ==A,’ @+ oc, wherrj d>’ is the inverse different 
sheaf of D, i.e. 

d;‘(U) = (r~r(U, D) 1 for all open I/ in U, tr(rr(V, f$)) is 

a subset of T(c/, ~b)}. (13) 

It follows from the theory of maximal orders that dil is invertible and 

A,,@) = (rd(U,D) 1 r~fT$ for all p in C), 

. “/1, p = P is the maximal ideal of &_ P. 
We have the following commutative diagram: 

(14) 

The vertical arrows being the canonical imbeddings. (Note that the resulting imbed- 
ding of o,, in D is the same as the one we obtained earlier in this paper.) 

For every divisor 6 on r it is possible to construct an invertible subsheaf of D, 
Y’(6). Its inverse is given by its dual u;(S)“. 

%,S)(U) = {rEr(U, D) 1 TE .Tf06d,’ for all p in C}. * 

Actually this yields a one-to-one correspondence between divisors and invertible 
subsheafs of D, which is easy to check. Therefore the imbeddings CC)~--+ K, co,, -+ D 
and d, -+ D correspond to divisors (p on C, ly and A on r (A is the difference 0” 
fh , cf. [2)). The following formula follows from the diagram (15): 

ordp y = ePordP@ + ordpA = e,ord,,tp + e, - 1. (1t b 

The p-adic valuation on K and the P-adic pseudo-valuation on D induce ‘valuation > ’ 

On fzK/k and &/k: 

where jP, jd are the horizontal maps of the right square of diagram (15). Let tp be 
a generator of the maximal ideal p in OP. Every element of &/k may be written as 
rdt, for some r in D. We obtain: 

VP@ dt,J = vp( ji(r dt,)) - ordpv 

= up(r) + op( jd dt,,) - ordpW 

= up(r) + epvp( jp dtJ - e, ord,@ - 1 

= vp(r)+ep- 1. 
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This shows that the definition of up given here is the same as the one given in the 
previous section. 

Let 6 be a divisor on D. Consider the exact sequence: 

Taking cohomology yields: 

H ‘(C, Y(S)) = Coker(D -+ @ D/1/ (~3)~). 

The k-space @0,/U’(S), is clearly isomorphic to R/R(6), so 

H’(C, Y(d)) = R/R@) + D. (19) 

Rest to calculate H”(C, P’(6) @ cu,,) = T(C, ? “(6) @ u,,). We have Y “(6) = __I (4). 
Since Y(4) @ WA is imbeddable in D @ Lc)D/k = q)/k, we may view the elements of 
r(C, =+s) @ WA) as elements of I’(c, Wg,/k) = &,,‘k. 

h dement a e QDlk is in H”(C, Y(4) @ cu,,) if and only if for all p in C, a,, is 
in Y’(-Qwn, P = ,YPordp(*JOA, P, which is equivalent with c+(~~~~)~ord~(B) for all 11 in 

C. We obtained: 

Formulas (19) and (20) show that the Duality theorems I and 11 are the same. 

Rienrann-Roth and canonical divisors 

Let C, r be as before. Let 6 be a divisor on r, consider the k-vectorspace: 

L(d) = H’(C, y(6)) = {TED [ up(r) z-6 for all PEJ-). 

Denote dimkL(S) =&3). In [S] the second author proved that l(6) is finite and 
that: 

l(6) = deg6+1-gD+dimkRIR(6)+D. (21) 

Where the number & depends only on the algebra D, it is called the ~PLPIZIIS of D. 
From the Duality theorem follows that 

dimk R/R(d) + D = dimk Q(6) = dimk(H’(C, Y (ii)). 

Let ds be a fixed differential in &/k. Then every element lof &) k is of the form 
r ds, with r in D. Furthermore r ds is in Q(6) iff @d&z 6, i.e. iff vP(r iti) Lr Ordps 
for all P in E Therefore r ds is in Q(6) iff r is in L((ds)D-- 6). 

The divisor (ds)D is called a canonical divisor. Since d.s is in QA. ,{ it a’lso induces 
a divisor on C, (&)K. The relation between (d& and (d& follows from the 
definition of vP; we obtain 

ordp(dS)D = e, ord,(cW~ - 1. 

So a canonical divisor K is obtained from a canonical divisor of the ce 
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to the different d. And 

I(6) = deg6+1-g,+I(K--6) (23) 

This formula was also obtained in (51, after some rather lengthy calculations. Here 
it follows more elegantly from the duality theorem, moreover the notion of a 
canonical divisor is obtained in a more natural way as divisors of ‘differentials’. 

Remark. If c is the zero divisor, i.e. ord,&)= 0 for all P, then L(c) = n, A, 
consists of k-algebraic elements in D. 

In the case D is a skew field it is not difficult to prove that L(c) is a skew field 
too. Its k-dimension is given by the formula 

r(c) = I---gD+l(K). (24) 

It is tempting, in view of the intrinsic definiton of K and the fact that gD does not 
depend on the model r (i.e. on the choice of the maximal O,-orders), to conjecture 
that r(c) is invariant of the model E However this is not true; in [6] some counter- 
examples wili be discussed. 

Finally let us give some interp!TtatiOnS of the genus gD. Put f(c)=$-, gr = 
gD - 1 + nr (the relcrtive genus of r). Applying (23) to the divisors c and K yields: 

deg K =- 2gD - 2 = 2gr - 2nry 

[(K) = &- =gD-l+nra 
(29 

As in the classical case we have 

gr = dim&(c)) = dimk H’(C, 65), 

gD_ 1 = dimk H’(C, 0,) - dimk k?O(C, 6%). 
(26) 

Appendix 

In this appendix we will give a direct way to define the residue map on &)/k = 
QK,k OK D. The definition is based on Tate’s results on trace maps and residues. 

We recall from [4]: Let k be a fixed groundfield and V a k-vectorspace. An endo- 
morphism 8 of V is finite potent if B”V is finite-dimensional for some n. 

Lemma Al. For finite potent elements 8 in End(V) a trace map T+(6) exists. Trlr 
has the usual properties qf trace operators. 

Furthermore if W is a subspace of V and BW is contained in W, then Try(O) = 
Tr@) + TrV/W(P). Traces of nilpotent elements are zero. 

roof. Cf. [4, Section 11. Cl 
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Let A be a k-algebra, I/ an A-module and W a k-subspace of I’ such thal 
jW’+ W/W is finite-dimensional for every f in A; notattion JM’< 1~. Define 
E, Et,, E,, E, subspaces of End(V) as follows: IKE E iff 8W< U’; f)~ ~5, ift @I’<: W; 
tkEz iff &V<(O); 0~ E. iff W< Wand NV<(O). 

Lemma A2, E is a k-s&algebra of End( V ), the Ei ‘.s are twosided ideals in 
E; El n E2 = Eo, El -+-E, = E and every element of E, is finite potent. If @ E E, aud 
w E E,, then the commutator [@, ly ] is finite potent, so Trl~([w, I+Y 1) is defined. /n 
case either @ or +V is in El, TrV([@, ~1) = 0. 

Proof. Cf. [4]. El 

Since A operates on V through E every element f in A may be decomposed in 

f= fi +fi, fi in El and fi in E2. So let f, g be in A such that fg =gf (e.g. for g in 
the center of A), f = fi (mod E,) and f=f2 (mod Ez). Then TrF([ fi, g,]) is defmed 
and depends only on f and g (use Lemma A2). 

Let A be a commutative algebra, let 52 A/k denote the algebra of differentials of 
the first kind on A, the map Re&,(f dg)=TrV([fl, gl]) is a well-defined k-linear 
map from !ZA,k -+ k, cf. [4, Theorem 11. 

Consider again a noncommutative curve rover k. Let D be its function algebra. 
If P is a point on r, then for every element r in D there is an n in Z such that 
A,rA, - - 7”/1,, it follows that ul, +A,/‘, is finite-dimensional over k. 

If we takt V=D, W=A,, then with the above notions it follows that every r in 

D is in E. Therefore we have for every pair r,s of elements in D a trace map 
TrP([rI,sl]), where rl,sl are the components of r and s in El. 

Proposition A3. Let tr : D -+ K be the reduced trace of D. lf r is in D and s in A’, 
then TrP([rl,sl]) =Tr,([tr(r),,q]), where TrP is defined with respecr to V t= A’, 
W= OP. 

Proof. It is enough to prove the result for the futl matrix algebra M,(K ), the 

general case is reduced to this one by considering some representation of D in 
M,(L). This works out all right by the definition of the reduced trace of a central 
simple algebra. 

Let r be in M,(K), r = (rii) with rij in K. If u: K + OP is a k-linear projection 
and U’ is defined by u’(r) =(u(r,$), then u’ is a k-linear projection of MJK) -+ _ l:, 
(Ap may be taken M,(O,) by chasing a proper representation of D). So u’(r) is in 
El, [u’(r), sl] is a matrix over K with entries [u’(r), s& = (u(rJ, s1 1. Then 

Tr([u’(r),Q.) = C Tr[u’(r), sJii; to see this decompose a matrix in a di~igonal one 
plus two triangular (= nilpotent) matrices. Using linearity of Tr and tr we find t 

desired result. 0 
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We define the residue of a differential on D, i.e. an element of 52D,k, in a point 
P of r as follows: 

Resprds = Tr&,.sJ for r in D and s in K. (27) 

That this is well-defined follows from Proposition A3, since 

Respr ds = Tr,[(tr(r)),,si ] = Res, tr(r) ds. 

The latter also yields that the definitions of the residue map given before in this 
paper coincide with (27). 

In order to compute Re+rds for a given differential rds, one may proceed as 
follows: Let B =/i, + sAP, 

C= (WEB 1 rud, and rsu+,). 

Then dimk B/C is finite. Let n be the k-linear projection of A, + rAp + rsAp onto 
A,,. Extend Z7 to a projection of D onto A,. So l7rD is a subset of A,, i.e. Ii? is 
in El. Therefore Resp r ds = Trp (l7r, s]. But [L?r, s] = l?rs - sl7r maps D into B and 
C onto (0). Lemma Al yields that Tr, [Ii!?, s] = TrBic [l?r, s]. 

Lemma A4. Let t be a generator for p in Op, T a generator for P in A,, and let 
UT"' = t, e = ep is the ramification index of p, u is a unit element in A,. Then: 

(1) lie+ wT” dt = 0 for all units w in A, and for all n in Z, n z -e. 
(2) Resp u-l Tee dt = dimk A,/TeA,. 
(3) There exists an element v in A, - P such that Resp VT-~ dt # 0. 

Prajof. Applying the above we obtain 

B=A,+t/l,=A,, C = A$ T-“AJI T-?-‘/l,. 

If 11~0, then C = Ap and TrB,c is the zero map. 
If -e<-n<O, C=T*A,. 

Resp wT-” dt = Tr n,,y-nn,(HwT-“t - tIi’wT_“). 

Since e> n and n maps D onto A,, the second term is in T”/i,, so it has zero 
trace. But wT-“t = w’Teqn, I7 being the identity on Al, yields ReSp wT_’ dt = 

T$JRi$w’T e-n), The latter is zero since w’Temn is nilpotent module TnAp. 
lf -n < -e, C = TmA,, where m = min(n, n - e). 

Res, wT-” dt = TI;lp,Tm,$7wT-“t). 

But wT-“t is an element of T-“t/l,, by definition 27 maps T-VA, to zero, SO the 
restriction of l7wT-“t to A, is the zero map. Again Resp wT_” dt =0 follows. 

Finally if -n = -e, C = TeA,. 

Resp tyTWe dt = Tr,p,,e,@7wTWet) = TrAP,TeA,(17WU) = Tr, 
P 
,TeAP(WU), 

since wu is an element of Ap. 
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Because Tr is a non-degenerated linear form, there exists an element U’ in ,I,, - P 

such that Tr,,,,rf%*,, P (0’) +O. So Resp o’& #0 which proves (3). If IV- u ‘, we 
obtain 

Res/T-‘dt = Tr,,l,/Tt;l,(l) = dimk_4,/TeA,. Llll 

Remark. (1) Part (3) of the above lemma may be used to solve the problem in the 
proof of Lemma 4. 

(2) If D is complete with respect to a p-adic valuation, it is possible to extend 
Resp to B. The elements of d have a ‘power series expansion’ in T. It follows from 
Lemma A4, that the only term important to calculate the residue, is the term in 

-e T . 

In the classical approach to the commutative case this property is used to define 
the residue, cf. [3]. 
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